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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Assistive blind systems or assistive systems for visually impaired in smart
cities help visually impaired to perform their daily tasks faced two problems
when using you only look once version 3 (YOLOv3) object detection.
Object recognition is a significant technique used to recognize objects with
different technologies, algorithms, and structures. Object detection is a
computer vision technique that identifies and locates instances of objects in
images or videos. YOLOv3 is the most recent object detection technique that
introduces promising results. YOLOv3 object detection task is to determine
all objects, their location, and their type of objects in the scene at once so it
is faster than another object detection technique. This paper solved these two
problems red green blue depth (RGB-D) and corrupted images. This paper
introduces two novel ways in object detection that improves YOLOv3
technique to deal with corrupted images and RGB-D images. The first phase
introduces a new prepossessing model for automatically handling RGB-D on
YOLOv3 with an accuracy of 61.50% in detection and 57.02% in
recognition. The second phase presents a preprocessing phase to handle
corrupted images to use YOLOv3 architecture with high accuracy 77.39% in
detection and 71.96% in recognition.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Assistive blind systems [1]-[4] in smart cities help visually impaired to facilitate their life such as
moving from one place to another [3], [5], detect and recognize objects, find lost things and face recognition.
Object recognition is a computer vision technique that recognizes, identifies, and locates objects within an
image with a given degree of confidence [6]. Object recognition has many challenges, such as noise,
illumination, contrast, size, angle, perspective and occlusion. The object looks different if one of its attributes
changes for perspective and occlusion. Therefore, it is hard to recognize objects.
Object detection is one of computer vision techniques that identifies and locates instances of objects
as humans, balls and cups in images or videos. It can verify and locate multiple objects on an image by
drawing bounding boxes around every object in the image [7], [8]. These objects differ from the others in
color, texture [9]. Some examples on object detection region based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN),
fast R-CNN, faster R-CNN, you only look once (YOLO) and solid-state drive (SSD).
YOLO object detection is a regression-based algorithm [7]. YOLO algorithm divides image into
19*19 grid. Each cell has five bounding boxes, so the image contains 1805 bounding boxes. The bounding
boxes maybe not having object. YOLO algorithm predicts the class of the object and its probability in the
bounding box if there exists an object. YOLO algorithm used non-max supersession process to eliminate all
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bounding boxes except the bounding boxes with the highest probability. YOLO algorithm is free and open
source and very fast, so it’s better to use YOLO algorithm than other object detection algorithms. There are
four versions of YOLO from YOLOv1 to YOLOv4.
YOLOv3 object detection [10] is faster and more accurate than their previous work YOLOv2.
YOLOv3 deals with multiple scales better. YOLOv3 algorithm also expands the network to 53 convolution
layers and takes it towards residual networks by adding shortcut connections. Red green blue depth (RGB-D)
image is a mixture of a RGB image and its corresponding depth image [11]. The RGB image is an image
channel in which each pixel contains color and appearance information. The depth image is an image channel
in which each pixel contains the distance between the image plane and the object [12]. The RGB-D image
has more effective information compared with the RGB image for object recognition. In addition, the depth
image is strong to variations in color and illumination. So, the RGB-D image is better performance than the
RGB image for object recognition [12]. Application that uses RGB-D are assistive blind systems [4], human
pose recognition [13], hand gesture recognition [14], object recognition, salient object detection [15], human
action recognition [16], pedestrian detection [17], pedestrian counting systems [18], human activity detection
[19] and location prediction [20].
Corrupted images are computer images that suddenly become inoperable or unusable. There are
several reasons why an image may become corrupted such as motion blur, noise and camera misfocus. In
some cases, it is possible to recover and fix the corrupted image. Using object detection techniques as
YOLOv3 on corrupted images cause low accuracy. There are several methods that you can leverage to repair
corrupted images as image enhancement and image restoration.
Image enhancement Mokhtar et al. [21] is the process of improving the quality of digital images so
that the results can be more suitable for display or further image analysis [22]. It can remove noise, sharpen,
or brighten an image, making it easier to identify key features. Image restoration is the process of converting
corrupted image into original or cleaned images by eliminating or reducing degradation [23]. Bring old
photos back to life (BOBL) algorithm [24] is one of image restoration algorithms. BOBL is used to improve
capability of image restoration from multi defects. It contained of two phases. The first phase was a partial
non-local block that targeted unstructured defects (noise, blurriness and color fading). The second phase was
a local block that targeted structure defects (scratches and blotches).
The contributions of this paper are: i) introducing a new prepossessing model for detecting and
recognizing the objects in the images that improve the assistive blind system in smart cities when using the
YOLOLv3 algorithm via introducing new preprocessing phase that enhance the performance of the YOLOv3
algorithm. Moreover, it introduces new preprocessing facilities for it to deal with RGB-D images and corrupted
images; ii) the proposed model presents a new facility for the YOLOv3 algorithm to deal with RGB-D images
directly through applying preprocessing tasks with an accuracy of 61.50% in detection and 57.02% in
recognition; iii) the proposed model improves the results of using YOLOLv3 on corrupted images through
applying preprocessing phase as image restoration and image enhancement. The accuracy of YOLOv3 before
applying the prepossessing phase was 61.74% in detection and 68.41% in recognition, and the accuracy was
77.39% in detection and 71.96% in recognition after applying the proposed preprocessing phase.

2.

RELATED WORK
IntelliNavi navigation for blind based on kinect and machine learning (NBBKML) [3] model is a
wearable navigation assistive system for the blind and the visually impaired. It detected objects that far
1-1.5 meter away from the user, and gave instructions by earphone for safe navigation. Indoor navigation
system for visually impaired (INSVI) [2] is an indoor navigation system. This system estimated the user’s
position and his direction, and refine the orientation error using the inertial measurement unit (IMU). It
recognized door numbers and detected some landmarks such as corridor corners for safe indoor navigation.
2.1. RGB-D
Large-margin multi-modal was multimodal [25], which discriminative and correlation were used.
Correlation is a relation between two variables. Discriminative distinguishes boundaries between classes.
This model worked on RGB and depth channels separately. They (RGB and depth) connected in the multimodal and then applied backpropagation [26] to update the parameters of CNN. The most discriminative
features for RGB and depth modality and relationship between them were discovered by multi-modal layers.
The multi-modal layer could avail the complementary relationship between the two modalities.
Backpropagation was iteratively continued until CNN. The supervised data was back-propagated to an
independent network for both color and depth from the Softmax layer. A variable was used to maximize the
correlation between the two modalities. The distance between objects in the same class was small and
between different classes was large. The correlation was applied by minimizing the difference for a distance
of each pair (color and depth) for all objects by using canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [27]. Wang et al.
RGB-D and corrupted images in assistive blind systems in smart cities (Amany Yehia)
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[25] used backpropagation to enhance performance and correlation and discriminative abled to overcome on
overfitting these all were the advantage of large-margin multi-modal. The convolutional and pooling layers
were fixed and only fully connected layers were updated these all were the disadvantage of large-margin
multi-modal. RGB-D [28] and 2D3D [29] datasets were used to learn network.
Multimodal DL for robust RGB-D [30] colorized depth image. Not only ordinary objects were
recognized but also objects in noise images. This model worked on RGB and depth separately. Each stream
(RGB and Depth) had a separated CNN and then gathered them together and applied the fusion network (last
classification). Fine-tuned was applied to enhance accuracy for each model alone (RGB and depth). Home
health aides (HHA) was applied to be effective, computationally inexpensive encoding to colorize depth
image. A jet colormap was applied to colorize depth images by normalizing all depth to lie in [0-255]. Two
stages to train network. First, trained the stream network that worked until layer 7 at a fully connected layer
and used fixed parameter for all layers. Second, trained fusion network (fine-tuned, fusion network,
Softmax). Data augmentation was used to improve recognition in noisy images. It used fine-tune and data
augmentation, it worked on noisy images and its structure was simple these all were the advantages of
multimodal DL for robust RGB-D [30]. It didn’t use backpropagation and depth noise images worked indoor
these all were the disadvantages of multimodal DL for robust RGB-D. CaffeeNet [31], Washington RGB-D
[28], ImageNet [32], RGB SLAM [33] and RGB-D scenes [34] datasets were used to learn network.
Semi-supervised learning model [35] built high-level features by using convolution-recursive NN
(neural network). Co-training was constructed to use unlabeled RGB-D suitable for the existence of two independent views (RGB, shape or edges). As a result, it enhanced accuracy. This model worked on RGB and
depth separately. Kinect was used to capture images and unsupervised feature learning. Kmean clustering
was applied to learn RGB and depth modalities. A single convolutional layer was used to extract low-level
features. Multiple RNN was used with fixed-tree structured to construct high level features. CNN-RNN is
faster than CKM. HMP didn’t need more features like surface normal. It solved large scale recognition
problem and it worked on unlabeled data and high-level features for RGB and depth these all were the
advantages of semi-supervised learning model [35]. The disadvantage of Semi-supervised learning was the
ability of co-training was very limited. RGB-D object recognition dataset [28] was used to learn network.
RGB-D and Pose estimation OR (object recognition) [36] colorized depth images based on distance
from the object center. This model enhanced accuracy by adding pose estimation in the last layer. It worked
on background information. Colorizing depth used images segmentation, fill-in-holes, mesh generation,
canonical perspective and finally colorized image for each depth image. Images segmentation extracted
horizontal images. Fill-in-holes investigated colorization of gray-scale images. The mesh was created using a
straight for- ward triangular. Canonical perspective created a new depth image. Pose estimation is the
function of minutely localizing related parts of objects. Pose estimation was used to avoid discontinuity at an
angle [0-360]. It improved state-of-the-art on the Washington dataset [36] and it improved accuracy
compared with Bo et al. [37] these all were the advantages of RGB-D and Pose estimation OR. Comparing
its accuracy with only three models this was the disadvantages of RGB-D and Pose estimation OR.
Washington RGB-D [28] dataset was used to learn network.
Self-restraint [38] reduced the workload of collecting real images. It avoided gradient vanishing in the
reconstruction stage and gradient exploiting in RGB. This model was divided into two stages. The first stage
was the reconstruction stage, in which Auto-encoder was used. Auto-encoder added a new channel
automatically to be four channels (RGB and a new image). Inserting a fully connected layers instead of the
deconvolution layer in the decoding stage. The foreground was extracted from the background (objects were
extracted from the image). The output of the reconstructed stage was concatenated with the original image. The
second stage was multitasked learning. After concatenation, data was passed to the classification layer. The loss
function is back-propagated to the auto-encoder. Pose information (triple cost) exploiting geometric
information. Background images were crawled from flicker. The texture of ShapeNet [39] was used to avoid
overfitting and directly trained CNN. Using batch normalization avoided overfitting. It solved the problem of
characteristics of synthetic data, it solved internal covariate shift and it increased speed of convergence these all
were the advantages of self-restraint [38]. It had a gap between training real images and 3D models this was the
disadvantage of self-restraint. PASCAL, ImageNet and ShapeNet [39] datasets were used to learn network.
2.2. Restoration
Image inpainting for irregular holes using partial convolutions (IIIHPCs) model [40] is one of the
best performed inpainting methods. Partial convolutions are used on only good pixels by masking and
normalizing these convolutions. This model automatically generated a new mask for the next layer. This
model automatically updated mask for the next layer. IIIHPCs model dealt heavily with holes of any shape,
size location or distance from the image borders. Increasing holes size didn’t make performance fell heavily.
Generative image inpainting with contextual attention (GIICA) model [41] is one of the best and the newest
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performed inpainting methods. This model improved prediction, besides collecting new image structures.
Surrounding image features as references through training were used to improve prediction. GIICA model
used local patch statistics and global structure. Increasing the size of the holes didn’t affect on performance
so this model used variable size of the holes and multiple holes with random locations.
Coherent semantic attention for image inpainting (CSAI) model [42] is one of the best-performed
inpainting methods. This model introduced the attention layer to use a remote context. The coherent semantic
attention (CSA) layer was used to look after contextual structure, besides effectively predicting missing parts
the semantic relevance between the holes features was modeled to predict missing parts. Image inpainting via
structure-aware appearance flow (IISAF) model [43] is one of the best and newest performed inpainting
methods. Inpainting task was divide into two stages: structure reconstruction and texture generation.
Structure reconstructor was trained by using smooth images to complete the missing structures of the input.
Appearance flow was used to give details for the image in the texture generator.

3.

METHOD
This paper proposes a new model for detecting and recognizing the objects in the images via
introducing new preprocessing for YOLOv3 algorithm, these features enhance the performance of the
YOLOv3 algorithm and introduce new abilities for it to deal with RGB-D images and Corrupted images. The
proposed model compromise of two main phases, the first phase is responsible for making the YOLOv3
algorithm has the ability to deal with RGB-D images directly to detect and recognize the objects via a
preprocessing task, and the second phase added the facility for YOLOv3 algorithm to deal with corrupted
images with high performance via adding a preprocessing phase that increases the performance of YOLOv3
algorithm with corrupted images.
3.1. RGB-D images phase
YOLOv3 algorithm cannot deal with depth image directly. Therefore, the proposed model presents a
new ability for YOLOv3 algorithm to deal with RGB-D image through adding new preprocessing phase via
seven main steps as illustrated in the following subsections and represented in Figure 1. Converting image
into gray, RGB-D images are received and distributed two images into two separated streams. Image is
delivered to each stream and converted into a gray image to change the type of image to facilitate working on
it in below steps. Each image is resized into 400*400 to have images with fixed size and facilitate the
following steps.
Combining two images, these two images (RGB, Depth) are combined after converted them into
gray and resized them to 400*400. Any image contains 3 channels red, green and blue. Each channel in the
RGB image and the channel corresponding in depth image are taken. After that, each pixel in two channels is
concatenated according to (1) and illustrated in Figure 2. In (1) where i, j is the pixel location in the channel k
𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑘 = (𝑅𝐺𝐵𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑗𝑘 ) %255

(1)

As in Figure 2, 𝑛𝑒𝑤 − 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑘 = (150 + 100)%255 = 250
Enhancing, enhancement (sharpening) is applied to new image (output image from combination).
Sharpness is used to make details of objects clearer. Images are enhanced with 10 % as shown in Figure 3.
YOLOv3 algorithm, YOLOv3 algorithm is applied two times. The first one is on the combined image.
Second one is on the enhanced image. Max, the maximum number of detected and recognized objects
between two results is gotten after applying YOLOv3 on two images (enhanced image and combined image).
The RGB-D layout of the proposed model can be presented as:

-

Input: RGB-D image.
Output: Detected and recognized the objects in the image.
Method:
Begin
Step1: converting RGB image into the gray image to change its type to facilitate
working on it in below steps.
Step2: converting Depth image into the gray image to change its type to facilitate
working on it in below steps.
Step3: change the size of the two images from step1 and step2 to do a combination.
Step4: Combining two outputs in the above two stages to make two images in one image.
Step5: Applying enhancement (sharpening) on combined image to make objects clearer.
Step6: applying YOLOv3 object detection on combined and enhanced images to detect and
recognize objects in images.
Step7: getting maximum between enhanced and combined images after applying YOLOv3
algorithm on each one to get the maximum number of detected and recognized objects.
End

RGB-D and corrupted images in assistive blind systems in smart cities (Amany Yehia)
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Figure 1. RGB-D framework

Figure 2. Channel k, i represents the number of the row and j represents the number of the column
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Figure 3. Results after applying enhancement on the input image

3.2. Corrupted images phase
YOLOv3 algorithm gives a low performance with corrupted images. Occasionally YOLOv3 cannot
detect and recognize all objects in the image. Thus, the proposed model intended a new manner to enhance
images before applying YOLOv3 object detection through a preprocessing phase with five main steps that
increase the performance of the YOLOv3 algorithm with corrupted images. The proposed preprocessing
phase will be illustrated in details in the following subsections and presented in Figure 4. This phase depends
on enhancing the images then applied a restoration technique on them.

Figure 4. Corrupted image framework, E is encoder, G is generator, O is original image, S is syntactic image,
gr is ground truth and R is restored image
RGB-D and corrupted images in assistive blind systems in smart cities (Amany Yehia)
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Enhancing, enhancement (sharpening) is applied to original image. Sharpness is used to make
details of objects clearer. Images are enhanced with 10% as shown in Figure 3. Restoration, BOBL used two
variational auto-encoders (VAEs) to transform old photos and clean photos into two latent space and the map
to restore corrupted images from latent space. VAE is designed to unsupervised learning and worked
accurately in supervised and Simi-supervised learning. It can generate new images. VAEs are much more
flexible and customizable in their generation behavior than GANs, so they are suitable for art generation of
any kind. VAE1 had encoder and generator. Two input photos (original and synthetic image) were passed
into encoder. Two outputs from encoder were delivered to generator. The output from generator is latent
space for the original and synthetic image. VAE2 consist of encoder and generator.it was trained for clean
images. Ground truth image was sent to encoder. The output from the encoder was passed to generator.
Restored image was the output from the map (translated latent space into restored image). The results of
applying BOBL as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) represents the effectiveness of applying restoration in
original images. Figure 5(b) is images after applying restoration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Effectiveness of applying restoration (a) original images and (b) after applying restoration

Enhancing, enhancement (sharpening) is applied on restored image. Images are enhanced with 10%.
YOLOv3 algorithm, the proposed model applies YOLOv3 algorithm three times. First one is on enhanced
original image. Second one is on restored image. Third one is on enhanced restored image.
Max, the maximum number of detected and recognized objects between three results is gotten after
applying YOLOv3 on three images (enhanced original image, restored image and enhanced restored image).
The layout of the proposed model can be presented as follows.

-

Input: Corrupted image or ordinary image.
Output: Detected and recognized most of objects in the image.
Method:
Begin
Step1: Applying BOBL technique on the original image to restore corrupted images.
Step2: Applying enhancement on the original image to prepare it for max function.
Step3: Applying enhancement on the restored image to prepare it for max function.
Step4: applying YOLOv3 algorithm on three output images from the above three stages to
detect and recognize objects.
Step5: getting maximum between three detected images to get the maximum number of
detected and recognized objects.
End

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1. RGB-D image
YOLOv3 could not automatically handle RGB-D images. The proposed model added a new ability
to make YOLOv3 detect and recognize objects in RGB-D images by adding preprocessing tasks. This
proposed model allowed applications that used RGB-D to used YOLOv3 to get impressive results in
detection and recognition. Examples of applications that worked on RGB-D were assistive blind systems,
pedestrian detection systems [15], human pose recognition systems [13] and Salient object detection [17].
This model worked on indoor and outdoor RGB-D images collected by RGB-D camera where RGB-D
consist of two images one is RGB image and the other is depth image. This proposed model applied testing
operation on 80 RGB-D images as shown in Figure 6. Table 1 illustrate the average results of combining
RGB and Depth images (RGB-D) were 61.50% in detection and 57.02% in recognition.

Table 1. Average results of applying YOLO algorithm on RGB-D images
Detection
Recognition

Proposed model (%)
61.50
57.02
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Figure 6. The results of applying the RGB-D proposed model on 80 RGB-D image

Figure 7 shows results average percentage of applying YOLOv3 on RGB-D images. Where green
shape shows the average percentages of applying YOLOv3 on RGB-D whether detection or recognition.
Results of applying YOLOv3 on RGB-D were 61.50% in detection and 57.02% in recognition. Figure 8
shows sample from the results of applying YOLOv3 on RGB-D images. Figures 8 (a) to (d) represent results
of one RGB-D input image for each figure where image in first row and first column represents RGB image,
second image in row one and column two is depth image, image in second row represents RGB image after
applying YOLOv3 on it, image in third row represents combined RGB-D image after applying YOLOv3 on
it. These figures illustrate the results of applying the proposed model that make more details be cleared than
applying only YOLOv3. The proposed model detects and recognizes objects accurately.

Figure 7. Results average percentage of applying YOLOv3 on RGB-D images

The proposed model added a new feature to make YOLOv3 detect and recognize objects in
corrupted images with high performance to help assistive systems in smart cities through adding a
preprocessing phase. The paper compared between ordinary YOLOv3 algorithm and the paper updates. This
proposed model worked on is images with severe degradation. BOBL used VOC dataset [44]. This paper
tested the model on 46 corrupted images as shown in Figure 9. Figure 9(a) represent the detection of 46
corrupted images. Figure 9(b) represent the recognition of 46 corrupted images. The sample results of
applying the corrupted proposed model (a) blue line is the percentage of objects detection in corrupted image
after applying proposed model and green dashed line is the percentage of objects detection in corrupted
image after applying only YOLOv3 and (b) blue line is the percentage of objects recognition in corrupted
RGB-D and corrupted images in assistive blind systems in smart cities (Amany Yehia)
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image after applying proposed model and green dashed line is the percentage of objects recognition in
corrupted image after applying only YOLOv3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. The sample results of applying the RGB-D proposed model where (a) is the first example, (b) is the
second example, (c) is the third example and (d) is the fourth example

4.2. Corrupted image
Table 2 demonstrates the average results of applying YOLOv3 algorithm on corrupted images
before and after adding a new preprocessing phase to YOLOv3 algorithm. The average results of applying
YOLOv3 on original corrupted images were 61.74% in detection and 53.26% in recognition. The average
results of applying YOLO algorithm after adding preprocessing part on corrupted images were 77.39 % in
detection and 71.96% in recognition. This part increased accuracy by 15.65% in detection and 18.7% in
recognition over using ordinary YOLOv3.

Table 2. The average results of applying YOLOv3 algorithm with and without paper updates
Detection
Recognition

YOLOv3
61.74%
53.26%

Proposed model (%)
77.39
71.96
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Tested the model on 46 corrupted images (a) detection and (b) recognition
Figure 10 shows difference average results percentage of applying YOLOv3 on original corrupted
images and corrupted images after applying preprocessing tasks that leading to increase performance. When
applying YOLOv3 on original corrupted images average results were 61.74% in detection and 53.26% in
recognition. Average results of applying YOLOv3 on corrupted images after applying preprocessing tasks
was 77.39% in detection and 71.96% in recognition. Blue shape represents the average percentage of
applying YOLOv3 on original corrupted images whether detection or recognition. Green shape shows the
average percentages of applying YOLOv3 on corrupted images after applying preprocessing tasks whether
detection or recognition
Figure 11 represents the sample difference between applying YOLOv3 before paper updates and
YOLOv3 after paper updates. Photos were detected and recognized accurately after applying preprocessing
tasks. Some photos were detected and recognized with increasing in the rate of confidence as shown in
Figure 11(a). Some objects were not detected when applying YOLOv3 without using the proposed model as
shown in Figure 11(b) and four column two in each row in Figure 11. When applying YOLOv3 with using
proposed model, the system could detect and recognize objects well that ordinary YOLOv3 couldn’t detect as
shown in Figure 11(b) and four column two in each row. the proposed model could accurately recognize
detected objects that ordinary YOLOv3 algorithm detect but not correctly recognize this object as shown in
Figure 11(c).
RGB-D and corrupted images in assistive blind systems in smart cities (Amany Yehia)
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Figure 10. Difference average results percentage of applying YOLOv3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Sample difference between applying YOLOv3 (a) original corrupted images (b) after applying
YOLOv3 and (c) corrupted images after applying preprocessing tasks and then YOLOv3

5.

CONCLUSION
The assistive blind systems or visually impaired in smart cities that used RGB-D images faced two
challenges when applying YOLOv3 are RGB-D and corrupted images. This paper proposes two novel
models to help these systems to detect and recognize objects on RGB-D and corrupted images by improving
YOLOv3 via adding preprocessing phases. When we tested a set of data on the two new models, the
proposed models obtained promising results. First model adds a new feature for YOLOv3 to use RGB-D
images. RGB-D architecture show this model able to handle using RGB-D on YOLOv3 with values 61.50%
in detection and 57.02% in recognition. Second model adds a new feature for YOLOv3 to use Corrupted
images with high performance, corrupted images architecture shows this model able to handle corrupted
images on YOLOv3 by increasing performance with 15.65% in detection and 18.7% in recognition higher
than using only YOLOv3 without paper updates.
Bulletin of Electr Eng & Inf, Vol. 11, No. 4, August 2022: 1970-1982
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